
EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL



Instilling a passion for
impactful environmental work

This tour’s central focus is about understanding and giving back to the environment
of Indonesia. A place of exceptional natural beauty known for its tropical appeal, one
of the country’s main challenges is preserving that beauty. 

During this incredibly meaningful itinerary, students help out local farmers on a
Balinese rice field, receive an introduction to Seaweed Agriculture Education with a
lesson in harvesting, replanting and drying seaweed,  engage in a beach clean-up,
and spend time in the Eco Park at Nusa Dua, learning about composting, planting
seedlings and planting trees. 

Designed to leave a lasting impression, this tour teaches students the value of
appreciating and protecting the nature of destinations they visit, as well as their own
homes. 



Accommodation

Number of Meals: as mentioned in the program

Kuta
2 days

Nusa Penida
3 days

Kuta
1 day

TRIP OVERVIEW

Arriving: 2022/2023
Departing: 2022/2023 
Number of Days: 6 Days / 5 Nights

Number of Participants:
15-30 Students

Kuta, Bali
Bali – Holiday Inn Express Kuta
(Standard) or similar

Your Travel Designer

Hanh Nguyen – nhuhanh.nguyen@discova.com 

mailto:nhuhanh.nguyen@discova.com


TAX

The group will stay at mentioned hotel

A single supplement will be charged if anyone wants to stay in a single room 

Meals as mentioned

Local English-speaking guide

Tours and transfers as mentioned with AC vehicle 

Service charge and current government tax

TRIP EXCLUSIONS

TRIP INCLUSIONS

VISA and international flights

Expenditure of a personal nature

Travel insurance (compulsory)
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ARRIVAL - KUTA HOTEL
- WELCOME DINNER (D)

CREATIVITY & CULTURE: BALINESE DAILY
ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE WITH RUMAH DESA
(B, L, D) 

Upon arrival, your guide will be waiting and transferring you
directly to your hotel in the Kuta area.

Welcome dinner will be ready at a local restaurant.

Expand knowledge of the history and culture of Indonesia
with a visit to a Hindu temple
Gain insight into the life and practices of local farmers
Enhance the collaboration and creativity of students
through activities on the rice field

Bali’s natural beauty never ceases to amaze. After breakfast,
explore some of Bali’s best-untouched landscapes. 

The first destination of this trip is Taman Ayun, a royal Hindu
temple set amidst the lush scenery. Journey to Rumah Desa,
where the discovery continues with palm readings for all and a
hike through the rolling countryside. Next, spend some
insightful time in the heart of a Balinese rice field, farming
crops alongside the farmers and water buffalos. 

Enjoy a hot, delicious lunch and a relaxing afternoon exploring
the beautiful surroundings, including a stop at Jatiluwih to
observe the breathtaking views of expansive rice fields. 

Lastly, stop at Tanah Lot Temple to watch the remarkable
sunset panorama.

Enjoy dinner and overnight accommodation in Kuta.

Learning objectives: 

C-A-S feature
Creativity: Learn how rice is grown on Bali's famous rice fields

Meals: Dinner
Accommodation: Holiday Inn Express Kuta (Standard)
or similar

Meals: Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner
Accommodation: Holiday Inn Express Kuta (Standard) or
similar
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ACTIVITY & CREATIVITY: SEAWEED
PROJECT AT NUSA PENIDA (B, L, D)

Meals: Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner
Accommodation: Holiday Inn Express Kuta (Standard) or
similar

Promote sustainable use of marine and coastal resources
Learn about the role of farming seaweed as a means of
subsistence
Get insight into the occupations of local people in a
developing and tropical country
Learn how to make soap in a sustainable way

Travel to the sleepy, unspoiled village of Semaya to speak to
local seaweed farmers on the ocean shore and spend a full-day
learning about their farming practices. Here, you will begin the
day with Seaweed Agriculture Education, where you will learn
to harvest, replant and dry seaweed.

After lunch, you will move on to a soap-making workshop,
during which you will learn how to make soap or beauty
products from seaweed.

Objectives:

After completing the activity, you will be transferred to the
harbour, crossing to mainland Bali.

In the evening, dinner will be served at a local restaurant.

C-A-S feature 
Creativity: Learn about seaweed farming and how to make
products like soap from seaweed
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CREATIVITY & SERVICE: BEACH CLEAN UP
AND FUN LEARNING WITH CTC (B, L, D)

Meals: Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner
Accommodation: Holiday Inn Express Kuta (Standard) or
similar

CTC Intro & Briefing of the day program.
Basic Marine Protected Areas | Quizzes: After the session,
participants are challenged with quizzes.
Game | Fish Length Estimation Exercise.
Game | Tragedy of the Common (Fishing Game).
Escape Room (Group 1) – to exchange the activity with
group 2. Groups are required to complete the challenge in
the Escape Room in time.
Trash Art Competition (Group 2) – to exchange the activity
with group 1. Groups are required to create a useful item
made from the trash collected during Beach Clean Up.

This Fun Learning Day program is aimed at teaching basic
knowledge about the ocean and marine life, and why and how
they can be protected. Students will gain insight through direct
interaction within the community/coastal environment,
followed by a presentation, fun quizzes, and games.

Program detail:
SEMAWANG BEACH CLEAN UP & SEAGRASS OBSERVATION
Participants are divided into groups. The competition starts
with trash collection. The most collected non-organic trash will
get points.

OPENING | Introduction      

CLOSING
The facilitator will lead an evaluation of the whole program and
announce the winner of the competition. Farewell.

C-A-S feature 
Creativity: Create useful items made from trash
Service Challenge: Beach cleaning 



ACTIVITY & SERVICE: MANGROVE
CONSERVATION & ECO PARK BY ROLE
FOUNDATION (B,L,D)

After breakfast, visit ‘Zero Waste to Oceans’ (managed by the
ROLE Foundation) at the Eco Park in Nusa Dua. Here you will
learn about how you can save our Earth (and 'Think Globally'). 

After an insightful discussion about 'Mother Earth' and
sustainability, participants are divided into 3-4 groups for the
following workshops:

Composting: groups will learn about layered composting and
microorganisms. 

Plant a seedling: groups will discuss seed banks and how to
plant seedlings. 

Tree Planting: groups will learn how to plant a tree as well as
where and why. 

At the end of the interactive workshops, the group will gather
to go over what they have learned during the day and how they
can take advantage of some of the ideas once they return
home. 

Lunch will be served at a local restaurant. 

After lunch, you will head to the next activity at the mangrove
forest of Tuban. Here you will interact and work with the local
fishermen's community that takes care of the mangrove forest
and habitat. They will introduce you to breeding, a nursery, and
a waste cleaning activity, and teach you about the importance
of mangroves. Leave something behind and plant some
mangrove trees yourself!
End the afternoon with a mangrove tour using traditional boats
or canoes, depending on the sea level (high and low tide
conditions).

*Rundown of activity could be changed. It could start at
Mangrove forest or ROLE Foundation, depending on the
seawater level.

Return to the hotel and have dinner.

C-A-S feature 
Activities: Learn how to plant a tree 
Service Challenge: Taking care of a mangrove forest
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Meals: Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner
Accommodation: Holiday Inn Express Kuta (Standard) or
similar
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KUTA HOTEL - DEPARTURE

Your guide will meet you at your hotel in Kuta and transfer you
to the airport for your flight. The room is at your disposal until
noon time only. Meals are at your own arrangement. 

End of the trip.

Meals: Breakfast

Do you have a group of students interested
in this tour or do you want to explore what

we can do for your organisation in Bali,
Indonesia or elsewhere?

TALK TO US TODAY!

educationaltravel@discova.com



INDONESIA



Sustainability Development Programs

Curriculum-based Tours (History, Art...)

Service Learning

Community Health Education

Charity Challenges

Mindfulness Through Outdoor Education

Educational programs and meaningful experiences for schools, university
groups and more, that alleviate poverty, foster inter-cultural
relationships, and preserve local cultures & environments.

Cross-cultural educational
experiences for a better future

Vietnam | Thailand | Laos | Myanmar | Cambodia | Malaysia | Indonesia | Singapore | China | Hong Kong | Japan | Costa Rica 

EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL



We work globally
www.discova.com/educational-travel

We live locally
Jalan Tirta Ening 9x, 80228 Sanur,
Bali, Indonesia

We are here when you need us
educationaltravel@discova.com

EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL

https://www.discova.com/educational-travel/
https://www.discova.com/educational-travel/

